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Motivation: Can VLM improve from user’s feedback?

Proposal: CLOVA = Inference + Reflection + Learning
q improve from feedback via a closed-loop learning framework

Main results
Introduction

Project

Challenges: (1) how to diagnose errors? (2) how to collect 
training data? (3) how to efficiently update the model?

CLOVA = Inference + Reflection + Learning
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Experiments

Quantitative observation:
q CLOVA achieves SOTA among tool-usage VLMs.
q CLOVA is robust to different LLMs, including open and closed ones.
q Update both LLM and visual tools bring significant improvements.

Ablation studies

Different LLMs

Qualitative example

Takeaway Message
We build CLOVA, the first VLM that can improve from feedback via a closed-loop 
learning framework with inference, reflection, learning phases.
q Use both correct and incorrect examples for prompts to generate plans & programs.
q Propose a global-local reflection scheme to diagnose errors.
q Apply hard/soft prompt tuning to update tools with limited data.
Code & Examples: clova-tool.github.io
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From reflection: in solving the compositional
question ‘Is there a horse that is not white?’,
the VQA tool in step3 incorrectly answer the
question ‘What color of the horse?’
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① Prompt validation for LLMs
② Prompt validation for visual tools

Prompt
1. Instruction
2. Desirable answer
3. Program of all steps
4. Intermediate result 
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From reflection: the
LOC/SEG tool in step3
fails for the object ‘horse’
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From reflection: the
SELECT/REPLACE/CL
ASSIFY tools fails for
the object ‘horse’
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Instruction: 
Is there a horse 
that is not white?

LOC CROP VQA EVAL

NoGray

Plan:
1. Localize the horse
2. Crop the region
3. Ask “what color…”
4. evaluate via python

Plan Prompt
1. Correct examples
2. Incorrect examples
3. Instruction

Program:
B=LOC(IMAGE, ‘horse’)
I’=CROP(IMAGE,B)
A=VQA(I’, ‘what color..’)
F_A=EVAL(‘no’ if {A}=‘white’)

Program Prompt
1. Correct examples
2. Incorrect examples
3. Instruction

(1) The description of IMAGE  …
(2) The coordinate of B is …
(3) The description of I’ …
(4) The result of A is gray
(5) The final answer is no.
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Instruction, Plan, Program, 
Feedback, Intermediate results
Global: all steps
Local for Step i: Steps 1…i

Learning

https://clova-tool.github.io/

